Hopefully everyone has had a terrific break
and is looking forward to the first meeting
for 2019 on 5 February
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Presidents Report

Reminders for February

by Presidents
DeborahReport
Mullins

the
General Meeting on Tuesday 5
February. Doors open 7:00 PM
for 7:30 start
The first meeting for 2019 will be

Hi,
Welcome to the new year everyone. I hope you have all had a
wonderful time and have had
plenty of opportunities to get out
and about with your cameras.
The committee have already been
busy planning several of the
events coming up in the next few
months and the year looks like it
will be busy, creative and varied. I
thank all our committee and the
many others within the club who
contribute to the smooth running
of all our activities and events. We
are all volunteers and without
your continuing efforts our club
would not be the dynamic, educational and social place to be a part
of. Here comes another fun year
ahead!

Entries for the April externally
judged competition are due to
be handed in at this meeting. The
set subject is Animals (Pets or
wild animals)

Club Nights:
•
•
•
•

Bring along your In House Images
‘Open’ and ‘The Festive Season’
Hand in April Comp entries: ‘Open’ and
‘Animals’
Tech night: We will cover ideas for the
Now and Then exhibition
Watch out for the regular walkabouts –
details in the calendar, on the website
and sometimes by email
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2019 Membership Subscriptions
Subscription fees are now due to be paid for Club membership.
You can pay on-line, our bank details are:
Bendigo Bank BSB 633 108 Account 149527673. Please use your name as a reference.
Alternatively, please pay at the Club night by cash or cheque. We don’t have a card facility
You might recall the new fee structure agreed at the AGM. The fees for 2019 are:

Under VAPS insurance guidelines visitors to all club meetings including guests
or partners and friends participating in a club event, outing or excursion must be
signed in as a temporary member

If you are not planning on returning to the club this year could you please let me know, as our
VAPS affiliation fee is based on the number of active members at March 2019.
James Holgate
Treasurer

A Christmas image from our
Treasurer James Holgate
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Now and Then Exhibition: Opening 23 March, 2019

The ‘Now and Then’ exhibition featuring Lancefield and Romsey is moving forward quickly and the committee is consolidating the final planning stages. All the background information about the exhibition is in the
November 18 newsletter. We are working together with the historical society to source our Then’ images of
Lancefield and Romsey, but if you have any tucked away in your archives, or know of anyone who has some
please let us know.
There will be many ways in which club members can become involved:
•

Taking the photography for the artworks

•

Walkabouts in the Lancefield and Romsey regions

•

Preparing the artworks

•

Set up of the Opening exhibition at the Lancefield Market on 23 March

•

Preparation of the exhibition displays in the two bank branches where the exhibition will be on display for a month.
This will involve set up/pull down but also some rotation of images between the two branches

All the ‘THEN’ images will be posted on a secure password protected page on our website as subgroups of
https://macedon-ranges-photography.org.au/exhibitions/ It is divided into Romsey and Lancefield images of
time gone by. As we do the research on the region more will be added along with the locations as we track
them down. These images will form the basis of the ’NOW’ images. If you would like to be part of this exhibition and would like access to the images please email: Deborah at E president@macedon-rangesphotography.org.au and it will be sent to you .
One of the items for the ‘Now and Then’ is the urgent need to design the artwork for the A Frame and Pull
Up displays that much of the funding will be used for. The sizing for these has been included for your information. Let me know if you are interested in submitting a potential design and we will consider all artworks
gratefully.
•

A frame size: generally about 600mm x 900mm For ideas you can do a google image search ‘great (or
creative) A Frame sign designs’

•

Pull Up display dimensions: generally about 850mm x 210mm. We are getting two pull ups. For ideas
you can do a google image search ‘great (or creative) pull up sign designs’

•

Remember we are a photography club and the signs should reflect that.

•

If you wish to place images from the club events etc (and you don’t have one) you can put in a ‘place
holder’ image that can be subbed out for one we have in our data base
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Now and Then Exhibition: (Continued)
•

All designs should be available to use in a range of situations over time so won’t include specific information re club
address and phone numbers as these may alter. They should include: MRPS logo, MRPS Name (prominent), website address, email address, one/some catchy images. One of the pull ups could include the word ‘Exhibition’ it the
layout – the other to be left without. I envisage the A frame would use less images than the pull up. But it will be
interesting to see what people come up with. There are art design issues such as leaving a bleed around the edges
and this varies for each product. I can finesse the artworks.

•

They should be prepared as a layered PS document so items included can be finessed to suit final order requirements.

•

We will select from the range of entries about mid/late February.

Macedon Ranges Photographic Marathon
We had this marathon in Melbourne in 2017 and the idea for 2019 was to hold it in the local region. The general idea of the ‘marathon’
is to have people work though the challenges in a particular time frame.
Some dates for a walkabout to take some of the images: 16 February, 2 March. Or members can choose to take their images in their
own time and place.
The 5March meeting date is the one already set for review of the finished marathon

Topics
(six images – participants should try and shoot all 6 but this is not a requirement)
All images should come from the Macedon Ranges area
The idea is to take one image that meets the two set criteria:

The Kitchen: Abstract
Raindrops: Floral
Bridges: History
Silhouette: Landscape
Graffiti: Colourful
Critters: Eyes
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Image Presentation for Competitions

Could everyone one please ensure that entries for all judged competitions are prepared in the correct
manner. This makes our competition stewards complex job much easier with much less likelihood for mistakes to arise.

•

Note that the competition steward will not name an image. Failure to provide a name will result in
“unnamed”

•

Digital files must be named in competition format – Year,month,member number,category,title This
makes sorting the images for display much easier on our competition nights
Eg: 2018_08_A005_OPEN_Hello.jpg

•

The competition steward is NOT authorised to alter these images in any form.

•

Image Size:

 EDPI: EDPI’s should be formatted to project within an image area maximum width -1920pixels, and

height – 1080 pixels, and be contained in a file size of 5Mb or smaller, plus be in the sRGB colour space
and be of JPEG file type.
 Print: No larger than 16”x20” including the mount with maximum thickness as per VAPS guidelines –

refer to mounting techniques article in this newsletter. Competition labels to be attached
•

Digital files can be sent by email by 12 noon of the close-off date to competition@macedon-rangesphotography.org.au or delivered to Club meeting on disk or USB together with your entry form; if on
a disk or USB, they must be identified with your name & month of entry.

•

You need to complete the competition entry form as this is a double check against images handed in
to ensure all images are accounted for
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VAPS and Club Image Mounting Techniques: from the December VAPS newsletter

Mounting Techniques
Over the last few years we have had several issues with the mounting of prints for the annual Interclub competition and exhibition.

Poor mounting techniques
•

Insufficient tape mounting the print to the matboard

•

Insufficient double-sided tape where the backing board was the same size as the front mat

board.
Sticky tape used to adhere the backing board to the front matboard instead of masking tape.-Total
thickness greater than 5mm. Thick prints take up more total space and hence a transport problem.

Understandably members have been upset when their prints come back damaged. As prints get
handled up to 18 times during the judging/exhibition process, it is necessary for both the exhibition
personnel and the print owners to protect prints appropriately. With this in mind, it would be an excellent step if comp stewards could promote the following requirements, so that their members become familiar with what is expected for the VAPS exhibition. Some clubs have changed their club
rules to comply with VAPS exhibition rules to achieve this.

Most clubs already use the A2 art folio/folder. These are available from Office Works at a cost of
$60. (recommend: Jasart A2 College Portfolio). The cheaper ones tend to fall apart after a while.
Fifteen prints, if mounted appropriately, will comfortably fit into this type of folder. For clubs that are
unable to obtain this folder a suitable folder will be supplied free of charge after VAPSCON 2019.

Because of this need to fit the required sized folder, there is a problem with the thickness of the
mounted prints. The problem arises when some members use 5mm foam core backing instead of a
piece of matboard taped to the back. This makes the finished print thicker than 5mm and the total
thickness of 15 prints is then about 90mm which will not fit into one folder. Hence some clubs have
sent their prints in a cardboard box or Australia Post bag
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5mm foam core backing is banned from 2019.Those members who persist in using foam core
backing, may use 3mm foam core backing which is readily available. Total thickness of 3mm foam
core and 1mm matboard will be about 4mm.

To ensure print protection, please promote the following:
Prints must be mounted correctly so that the matboard does not separate from the print or from the
backing board. If you use double sided tape it must be at least 20mm wide and completely taped
around all four sides. 10 mm pieces of tape do not adhere long enough.
Good quality masking tape (not painters masking tape) is available from any hardware store. Framing tape is preferable for attaching the print along the whole top edge to the matboard.
Prints should not be wrapped in cellophane as it has to be removed for judging and therefore creates extra handling and work for the volunteers.
Prints that have backing thicker than 3mm, or start to fall apart because they are not mounted correctly, will be withdrawn from the judging and the exhibition.
We ask that clubs change their practices and rules so that members do not have to prepare their
prints specially for the VAPS Interclub
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2019 Competition Scores—Prints

Member No
A042
A015
A019
A008
A009
A030
A021
A050
A043
A053
A025
A033
A010
A001
A044
A066
A027
A071

Name
Prints
Ronda Woolgar
Paul Fletcher
Judy Harrison
Cherry Cole
Cheryl Connell
Wendy Omyla
Ron Matthews
James Holgate
Tom Templeman
Martin Leitch
Peter Moore
John Spring
Rob Coulson
Chris Antoniou
Bernie Wilson
Kevin Petherbridge
Deborah Mullins
Michael Howes

208
200
194
177
170
113
78
62
61
54
46
39
39
36
36
22
20
10

2019 Competition Scores—Digital Entries
Member No
A019
A015
A042
A050
A020
A033
A052
A054
A071
A001
A025
A030
A014
A053
A062
A057
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Name
Judy Harrison
Paul Fletcher
Ronda Woolgar
James Holgate
Doug Hunwick
John Spring
Brendan Bench
Barrie Turpin
Michael Howes
Chris Antoniou
Peter Moore
Wendy Omyla
Sandra Flannery
Martin Leitch
Peter Ryan
Roger Kozulins
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Digitals
188
185
183
153
138
94
90
80
62
46
44
43
32
31
23
20

2019 Competition Scores—Aggregate Scores

Member No Name
A042
Ronda Woolgar
A015
Paul Fletcher
A019
Judy Harrison
A008
Cherry Cole
A009
Cheryl Connell
A050
James Holgate
A030
Wendy Omyla
A020
Doug Hunwick
A033
John Spring
A025
Peter Moore
A052
Brendan Bench
A053
Martin Leitch
A001
Chris Antoniou
A054
Barrie Turpin
A021
Ron Matthews
A071
Michael Howes
A043
Tom Templeman
A010
Rob Coulson
A044
Bernie Wilson
A014
Sandra Flannery
A062
Peter Ryan
A066
Kevin Petherbridge
A027
Deborah Mullins
A057
Roger Kozulins

Aggregate
391
385
382
357
346
215
156
138
133
90
90
85
82
80
78
72
61
39
36
32
23
22
20
20

Congratulations to our winners
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Combined Aggregate

-

Ronda Woolgar

Print Aggregate

-

Ronda Woolgar

Digital Aggregate

-

Judy Harrison

Best Printed Image

-

Ronda Woolgar

Best Digital Image

-

Cheryl Connell
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End of year Print Entries
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Some Christmas images from our Competition Steward, Ronda Woolgar
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Christmas images from the Editor at Eden, NSW

The catch after a good day spear fishing

Goanna seeking refuge

NSW Fisheries Shark Patrol Helicopter

Two of the six resident stingrays at the fish cleaning station

Pelican Departing
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My Audio Visual speciality - by John Spring (Held over from December)

This is Audio Visual news for inspiring and motivating your photography during the holidays.

What have you planned photographically while our Club goes into recess after our Xmas
end of year evening meeting this Saturday December 1st with the first 2019 meeting starting Tuesday evening February 5th. From the Club’s 2019 Syllabus you can plan your photography to provide competition images and set-subject image ideas.

The Syllabus can be reviewed at the end of each Focal Point newsletter and on the Club’s
web site at http://www.macedon-ranges-photography.org.au/calendar

I will put in a plug for planning and making of an Audio Visual on your holidays or family
history or just an interesting aspect of your local community. It is far better to plan ahead
with some strategic ideas that you need photographs, video clips from your camera, sound
and audio back ground effects. Too many of us design our audio visuals after coming back
from our holidays and sortoing through all the holiday images. Plan ahead with a small
note book list of ideas and images that would provide your with AV making material.
See AV tutorial at http://www.macedon-ranges-photography.org.au/creating-av-s
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Recently I have completed several history related Audio Visuals that you can view on
YouTUBE:

“An Alpine Cathedral”
https://youtu.be/8XrChPKacq8

On Victoria's Great Alpine Road at the Southern Cross Spur between Harrietville and Mount
Hotham is a wayside stop over with mountain and valley views. Great Mountain Ash trees
dominated the location such that it was called an Alpine Cathedral. This was prior to extensive bush fires & followup works which saw a dramatic change. The huge mountain ash
trees with branches that meet in a vaulted branch ceiling 30 metres over head are now
gone but the memories and photos linger on. This Audio Visual records the changes.

“The Historic Pyalong
Trestle Bridge”
https://youtu.be/
ywtyYVJ9Fro

The historic timber Pyalong Trestle Bridge audio Visual records this very large and important 1889 built piece of timber railway bridge engineering from a former era. Located 100
kms north of Melbourne Australia it was part of a railway that no longer exists. The bridge is
increasingly being neglected from the point of essential structural maintenance and is becoming a safety risk because of falling components from the bridge deck.
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The first Audio Visual produced from the CFA Monegeetta and Bolinda Fire brigades oral
history interviews was presented at the Bolinda Hall Community Fire season meeting
Wednesday October 31st to an audience of residents and CFA volunteer fire fighters.

“CFA - What's behind the Tin Shed ?”

https://youtu.be/X8XIuRhPIjU
The two families interviewed here are celebrated by the Bolinda Monegeetta Rural Fire brigade for generations of community service to our CFA Brigade. They are typical of all rural
families and provide a narrative of what lies behind every CFA Tin Shed that house fire
trucks throughout rural Victoria.

An excellent holiday Audio Visual
presentation was produced by our
Club member Cherry Cole
“Subantarctic Islands Heritage Expeditions Dec2016” this can be
viewed on YouTUBE at https://
youtu.be/8uhVB2iYa3U
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Playing with my new ND 10 filter, by Martin Leitch
Having purchased an ND10 filter before Christmas, I eventually had the time and opportunity to play with it during my
break in Mordialloc. Along with another photographer (who was playing with his drone) I drove to Kilcunda to photograph the historical timber trestle bridge located adjacent to the beach.
Neutral Density filters are available in a range of densities. They have the impact of extending exposures to varying degrees and are great for water shots.
For all aspects of our photography, its great to get out and try different weather conditions, equipment and times of day
– its only by doing this that we learn and improve!

This first image is of the bridge taken from the beach.
ISO 125, f20, 80 secs
The effect of the long exposure is
to smooth out the water in the
foreground – there was a bit of a
breeze creating quite a few ripples.
You can see that these ripples have
disappeared, but note that seagull
on the right, it is just slightly
blurred – it was either very still or
just flew in for part of the exposure.
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ISO 62,f20, .5 secs

ISO 64,f11, 150secs

These two images were taken from the same location, but the right hand one was with the ND filter – I was aiming to
demonstrate the difference in the way the water is rendered – which is pretty obvious. However, I was surprised at the
difference in the colour balance (both images processed with exactly the same settings) – comments on this welcome.

Looking back towards the beach (yes I ended up with wet feet!)
ISO 320, f18, 29 secs
This image also shows the smoothing of
the water – note that the rocks in the middle ground appear as if they are lost in a
mist – this is caused by the waves breaking
over the rocks. Note also the streaking in
the clouds – this would be more exaggerated if I had used a longer exposure by
reducing the ISO.
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Social Media Report

The new website is up and running (though not yet fully complete). Please report any teething issues to
me and they will be rectified. The galleries look easier to use and faster to load so should provide much
improved viewing.

As at 21 January we have 251 ‘Likes’. Posts have been quiet during the holiday period – time to ramp up the engagement
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Some of our reposts from other sites still generate the most interest – who is up to create
an interesting dynamic post. Send any you would like featured to Deborah.

We now have 74 ‘followers’.
Let me know if you would like to be a featured club member. You just have to send me
three photos with a few details about each one. Email to president@macedon-rangesphotography.org.au
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Committee Members 2017-18
Deborah Mullins: President
Mobile: 0411 530 015
Email:

president@macedon-ranges-photography.org.au

Vice President
Mobile:
Ron Mathews: Secretary
Mobile: 0415 454 936
Email:

secretary@macedon-ranges-photography.org.au

James Holgate: Treasurer
Mobile: 0437 357 198
Email:

treasurer@macedon-ranges-photography.org.au

Paul Fletcher: Newsletter Editor
Mobile: 0408 103 001
Email:

editor@macedon-ranges-photography.org.au

Ronda Woolgar: Competition Steward
Mobile: 0400 328 992
Email:

competition@macedon-ranges-photography.org.au

John Spring: Technical
Email:

equipment@macedon-ranges-photography.org.au

Doug Hunwick: Mentoring
Mobile: 0435 178 453
Email:

mentor@macedon-ranges-photography.org.au

Deborah Mullins: Interim Web Master
Email:

web@macedon-ranges-photography.org.au

Judy Harrison: General
Mobile: 0439 339 211
Email:

judymayharrison@live.com.au

Coordinator Activities
Email:
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Article reprinted from Picture Correct https://www.picturecorrect.com/tips/

How to Choose the Right Focus Mode
by Paul Summers
With any DSLR, it takes time to get to grips with everything your camera can do. Often, the
manual gets looked at initially, then only referred to when you get stuck. At times, whole features of your camera can get overlooked, and you might resign yourself to taking images that
don’t look like you wanted them to. Needle sharp focusing, for example, is at the heart of excellent photos. If you know the difference between the focus modes on your camera, you can
use them to help you get brilliantly sharp photos every time.

Photo by Vida Dimovska; ISO 100, f/5.6, 1/100-second exposure.

Basically, your camera contains two or three focus modes. In each case, these instruct the
camera how it should focus, depending on the type of photo you want to take. With Canon
and Nikon being the most popular brands, we will concentrate on these, but the information is
pertinent to most camera makes.
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One Shot or AF-Single Mode
The first mode is called One Shot (Canon) or AF-single (Nikon). In this Mode, as you
begin to hold the shutter down, the camera will focus on your subject, light up in the viewer, and lock. That is to say the focus is now set. You can either take the photo as is (by
completely depressing the shutter), or move your camera first to recompose. This mode is
really for stationary subjects, so it works well in portraits, landscapes, and macro (on a still
day).

Photo by Roland Pernter; ISO 100, f/1.8, 1/800-second exposure.

AI Servo or AF-Continuous Mode

The second mode is known as AI Servo (Canon) or AF-continuous (Nikon). In this mode,
the camera constantly refocuses (with the shutter partially depressed) depending on
where your subject is. So, if you have someone moving toward you, and you want to ensure they are in focus when you take the picture, use this mode. Not surprisingly, this
mode works well in sports photography.
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Photo by Kanaka Rastamon; ISO 200, f/5.6, 1/1600-second exposure.

AI Focus or AF-Auto Mode

For taking shots where you are quickly changing between moving targets and still subjects,
a third option is often available. This is AI Focus (Canon) or AF-auto (Nikon). In effect, the
camera moves between One Shot and AI Servo Modes depending on your shot. If you
have a still subject, the camera will focus on it, but will start to adjust if the subject moves.
So, at a soccer match, for example, you may focus on an idle goalkeeper (camera will focus on him), and if the action comes toward him and he’s on the move, the camera will
track and keep him in focus.
Hopefully you can see that knowing that your camera has focus modes other than One
Shot is really important. No longer will you need to attempt the almost impossible task of
keeping a bird in flight in focus, while using the incorrect focus mode. Just set the camera
to AI Servo or AI Focus mode and you are good to go. I hope this beginner’s photography
article will help you to improve your future shots.
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